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ABSTRACT
The sinoatrial node is known as the pacemaker of the heart. It controls the rate at which action
potentials are generated and propagate through the sinoatrial myocytes. This thesis is an attempt
to identify the colocalization of a specific ion channel (HCN4 channel) with a class of
scaffolding protein (MAGUK proteins) within the sinoatrial myocyte. The colocalization of these
two variables was performed using immunocytochemistry on murine sinoatrial myocytes and
experimental results revealed the existence of a strong colocalization between the two variables.
Images collected from the confocal microscope and analyzed using ImageJ software revealed a
strong dependent correlation between the pixel intensities (488 beam-green, 633 beam-blue). The
colocalization of HCN4 channels with a specific MAGUK scaffolding protein could lead to
further research into a possible complex among the HCN4 channels and β1ARs within the
sinoatrial myocytes. Although automaticity of the heart has been identified, the precise molecular
mechanisms involved in generating the involuntary contractions are still being investigated.
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INTRODUCTION
The heart is a muscular organ that pumps blood through the human body at ~72 BPM
(beats/minute) at rest. The sinoatrial node (SA node) is known to be the pacemaker of the heart.
The sinoatrial node is located in the right atrium, between the superior and inferior vena cava
(Figure 1). This node controls the rate at which sinoatrial myocytes generate action potentials,
and therefore controls heart rate. An action potential is an electrical event which occurs within
individual cells (in this case sinoatrial myocytes) and action potentials occurring sequentially
within thousands of myocytes helps create a wave of excitation within the SA node and in the
heart. The action potential travels from the sinoatrial node to the atrioventricular (AV) node,
which then passes the action potential to the Purkinje fibers that wrap around right and left
ventricles. As the action potential passes from the SA node to the Purkinje fibers, the atria are the
first to contract followed by the ventricles.

The sinoatrial node is made up of a heterogeneous assembly of cardiac myocytes with nodal cells
differing in size, shape, cellular components and functional characteristics (Boyett et al, 2003).
Throughout the experiments conducted in this thesis, several subtypes of cells were isolated and
have been shown for a better understanding of the heterogeneity. The sinoatrial node consists of
a central core which has long, thin, elongated, and interweaved cells arranged perpendicular to
the crista terminalis (CT). These cells have very few to no myofilaments (contractile proteins) in
them and thought to be responsible for the major pacemaking activity of the heart (Boyett et al,
2003). Farther away from the core, shorter, thicker cells called transitional cells are found.
These cells have more myofilaments than the core nodal cells. And towards the outer boundary
of the sinoatrial node, the cells found are a mixture of atrial-like cells which are
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Figure 1: Depiction of sinoatrial node. A. Schematic drawing of the heart indicating the location of the sinoatrial
node (red circle). B. Electrotonic map of the sinoatrial node region. This figure clearly marks the crista
terminalis (CR), the right atrium (RA), the superior vena cava (SVC), the inferior vena cava (IVC) and the core
regions of the sinoatrial node. The black dashed lines in form of circles denote suggested action potential
durations for the various subtypes of cells that have been isolated from the SA node. The yellow dashed line
denotes the crista terminalis and the center core SAN cells lie perpendicular to the CT. (Boyett et al, 2000).

broad, thick nodal cells. These cells have the highest proportion of myofilaments and arrange
themselves parallel to the crista terminalis (Boyett et al, 2000). Action potential conduction
velocity is also affected by the arrangement of the cells in the SA node. It has been found that
cells perpendicular to the CT have a slower AP conduction velocity when compared to cells
arranged parallel to CT. Moreover, the action potential duration is also affected when traveling
from the leading pacemaker site in the center to the periphery of the SA node (Boyett et al,
2003). AP’s last longest in the center decreasing in duration as they reach the outer boundary of
the node. For the purposes of this thesis it is necessary to emphasize the heterogeneity of the SA
node because of the various subtypes of myocytes isolated and analyzed in the course of these
experiments.
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Various regions of the heart consist of cardiac myocytes each of which have their own
electrophysiological characteristics and functions. The sinoatrial node myocytes, specifically,
generate action potentials that have a spontaneous depolarization, also known as a pacemaker
potential, which initiates a wave of depolarization that activates all regions of the heart (Katz,
2005). The characteristic AP in an SA node cell in Figure 2A can be compared to an action
potential generated in a ventricular cell in Figure 2B. In contrast to the pacemaker cell, the
ventricular cell exhibits a quick depolarization and a prolonged repolarization period. In Figure
2, the currents that produce these different types of action potentials are shown. Six currents
have been identified to contribute to the pacemaker activity of the sinoatrial node. Four of these
currents are inward (depolarizing) currents and two of them are outward (hyperpolarizing)
currents. In Figure 2, inward currents are shown downwardly and outward currents are seen
upward. The inward currents in sinoatrial cells are produced by HCN channels, T-type and Ltype calcium channels, and the electrogenic sodium-calcium exchanger. The outward currents
are carried by two types of K+ channels.
pacemaker cycle.

Increases in the outward current (iK ) ends the
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Figure 2. Individual currents responsible for action potentials in a pacemaker cell in the SA node are shown in A)
and in a ventricular cell are shown in (Β). Upper tracing shows the action potential voltage changes (Katz, 2005).

The main focus of this thesis is the co-localization of HCN4 channels with MAGUK proteins,
which are a class of scaffolding proteins. It is necessary however, to discuss the role and
functional characteristics of HCN channels and the HCN4 channel subtype in particular within
the cardiac tissue and specifically the sinoatrial node. HCN (Hyperpolarization-activated, cyclicnucleotide-gated channels) channels initiate the rhythmic activity of the heart by mediating the
depolarizing cation current (If ). All four family members (HCN1-4) contain both a core
transmembrane segment domain, homologous to the S1–S6 regions of voltage-gated K+
channels, and a carboxy-terminal 120 amino-acid cyclic nucleotide-binding domain (CNBD)
motif (Figure 3). HCN channels respond to subthreshold membrane voltages and their voltagedependent opening is moderated by cAMP (cyclic adenosine monophosphate).

Binding of

cAMP to a C-terminal cyclic-nucleotide-binding domain (CNBD) shifts voltage-dependent
activation of HCN channels to more depolarized potentials, thereby enhancing channel opening
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(Figure 4). Further research points to the singular importance of HCN4 channels as being
essential to proper pacemaker activity of the heart. It was shown that in mice lacking HCN4
channels, there was premature death and the If current was diminished by 85% in the mutant
embryos. The mice die in utero because their hearts do not produce adequate pacemaker
potentials in order to contract the heart (Stieber et al, 2003).
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Figure 3: Physical structure of HCN channel proteins. (A) HCN channels consist of four subunits. (Β) The
transmembrane structure of a single subunit, showing the voltage sensing region and the cyclic nucleotide
binding domain region. C, D Model of cAMP regulation of channel gating. In (C) straining of the C-linker
inhibits gating in the absence of cAMP and in (D), in the presence of cAMP, the C-linker strain reduces leading
to a conformational change and therefore channel opening. (Wainger et al, 2001).
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Figure 4. Electrophysiological properties of HCN4 channels. In (A) the membrane potential of a sinoatrial
myocyte was held at -60mV was stepped to -120mV which elicited the opening of the HCN4 channels over a
total duration of 1.2 s. When 1µM Isoproterenol, a beta adrenergic receptor agonist was applied to the sinoatrial
myocyte, it increased the current through the HCN4 channel. (B) illustrates how cAMP changes the currentvoltage relationship, so that less negative voltages are required to activate HCN4 channels when cAMP is
present.

Spontaneous pacemaking is regulated by the autonomic nervous system.
β adrenergic receptors are postsynaptic G-protein coupled receptors which respond to
norepinephrine (adrenaline) which is released from neurons that form neuromuscular junctions
on sinoatrial myocytes. This is the primary mechanism for the sympathetic “fight-or-flight”
increase in heart rate. When the sympathetic nerve is stimulated, norepinephrine released from
the nerve terminals activates β-adrenoceptors and increases atrial rate (Kurogouchi et al, 2002).
There are three isoforms of beta adrenergic receptors present in the heart (B1AR, B2AR, and
B3AR). Among the βARs, researchers have found that the B1ARs (beta-1-adrenergic receptors)
are the most abundant within the sinoatrial node (Beau et al, 1995). Activation of β1-ARs
increases intracellular cyclic AMP which activates HCN4 channels.

The major hypothesis to be tested in this thesis is whether β1ARs are colocalized with HCN4
channels in sinoatrial myocytes. The rationale for this hypothesis is that since activation of the
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β1AR increases cAMP which helps in HCN4 channel opening, it would be more efficient to have
HCN4 channels localized nearby the β receptors, so the cAMP would not have to diffuse long
distances to reach the channels.

In order to test the hypothesis the first approach entailed the use of primary and secondary
antibodies of β1AR and HCN4 channels to visualize the colocalization using confocal
microscopy. However, when the β1AR primary antibodies were tested against β1KO mice, the
results were disappointing. The antibody was detected binding to non-specific proteins that
existed in the SA node other than the beta-adrenoreceptors. Therefore, the focus was shifted to
an indirect method of testing the hypothesis. In this secondary approach to testing the hypothesis,
HCN4 channels and MAGUK scaffolding proteins were investigated for possible co-localization
within the sinoatrial myocytes. MAGUK (membrane-associated guanylate kinase proteins)
proteins are a class of scaffolding proteins. Scaffolding proteins simultaneously associate with
two or more partners, anchoring them close together, thus providing specificity of signaling and
enhancing the interactions between components of a particular signaling module (Andreeva et al,
2007). It should be mentioned that scaffolding proteins may not necessarily only function as
"passive" anchoring platforms for "active" components of the signaling complex. Some
scaffolding proteins may directly affect the activity of proteins they bind (Andreeva et al, 2007).
Research has also made clear that scaffolding proteins may provide not only signaling efficiency,
but also specificity to G protein-coupled signaling (Andreeva et al, 2007). This is directly
relevant to our system since β1 adrenergic receptors are GPCRs (G-protein coupled-receptors),
which control the activity of HCN4 channels via the second messenger cAMP. In this manner
we were able to question whether HCN4 channels are located in close proximity to β receptors
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— if both of them co-localize with the same MAGUK protein, then they may well be tethered
via the protein close to one another. Research has also shown that the MAGUK protein SAP97
binds to B1ARs in HEK293 cells and with HCN4 channels in CHO cells (Gardner et al, 2007).

In this thesis, I have tested the hypothesis that a MAGUK protein is associated with HCN4
channels in sinoatrial myocytes. Antibodies were used to target HCN4 channels and MAGUK
proteins in sinoatrial myocytes, and fluorescently-tagged secondary antibodies were used to
visualize the primary antibodies under a confocal microscope. I found that HCN4 channels are
colocalized on sinoatrial myocytes with a MAGUK protein, consistent with the idea that they
may be located next to β receptors. Future experiments will explore this possibility.
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METHODS AND MATERIALS:
Standard Protocol of immunolabeling of HCN4 and Pan Maguk antibodies:

Mice were humanely euthanized and hearts were removed into warm Tyrodes solution. Once the
heart was secured, the sinoatrial node was isolated and cut into three horizontal strips to be
dissociated in a Ca2+-free Tyrodes solution containing enzymes. Once subjected to the
enzymatic Tyrodes solution, the sinoatrial cells were dissociated by pipetting for 10 minutes with
a fire-polished glass pipette.

The cells were then washed in KB solution to remove and

inactivate the enzymes. Finally, re-introducing Ca2+ with an adaptation solution which contained
Ca2+, the sinoatrial cells were plated onto glass coverslips coated with 0.01% Poly-L-Lysine
solution. Cells were allowed to settle for a period of 2 hours at room temperature. The cells were
fixed with 4% Paraformaldehyde in Tyrodes for 10 minutes. The cells were then carefully
washed in Tyrodes 3 times for 5 minutes at room temperature. Following the wash, the cells
were permeabilized in 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS for 15 minutes. The cells were washed in PBS
again 3 times for 5 minutes at room temperature. At this time, the cells were blocked by
incubating with 10% goat serum from host strain of secondary antibody in PBS for 30 minutes.
After blocking, cells were incubated with diluted primary antibodies in PBS and 1% goat serum
at 4°C overnight. Following 3 washes of 5 minutes in PBS, the cells were incubated with diluted
fluorescent secondary antibodies 1:1000 in PBS with 1% goat serum for 1 hour at room
temperature in dark. After washing 3 times for 5 minutes in PBS, the coverslips were mounted
onto glass slides using 4µl of Prolong Antifade mounting medium for each coverslip.
Distribution of HCN4 channels and Pan Maguk proteins were evaluated by using confocal
microscopy using a scanning confocal microscope (Leica TCS SP2) with three laser lines. The
cells were imaged used a 100x oil immersion objective in order to clearly observe the
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distribution of the HCN4 channels and Pan Maguk proteins in the cells. To be able to further
analyze the expression of these channels and receptors, sections of 0.5µm in thickness were used
to optically cut the cells to get better resolution of the staining within and along the cell surfaces.
Further, Intensity Correlation Analysis was performed on the images collected using ImageJ
software

(software

downloaded

from

Wright

Cell

Imaging

Facility

~

http://www.uhnresearch.ca/facilities/wcif/imagej/colour_analysis.htm#coloc_ica). Goat serum
was from Sigma Aldrich Inc. The primary antibody against Pan Maguk was obtained from
NeuroMAB (Davis, CA). Anti-HCN4 primary antibodies (from rabbit) were from Alemone
Laboratories (Jerusalem, Israel). The Alexa488-conjugated goat anti-rabbit and Alexa633 goat
anti mouse were obtained from Invitrogen.

For the immunocytochemistry experiments to be significant, negative and positive controls were
obtained in the laboratory. Negative control experiments with secondary antibodies included
applying secondary antibodies to cells with no primary antibodies. This was used to test if there
would be any specificity of the secondary antibody for the primary antibody, and to ensure that
no non-specific binding to the tissue existed. Further control experiments were conducted by
testing for HCN4 subtype specificity. HCN4 channels were expressed in CHO (Chinese hamster
ovary cells) cells and cell lysates were subject to SDS-PAGE and Western Blotting techniques to
observe if the antibodies recognized bands of expected sizes (data not shown). The HCN4
antibody did recognize expected band sizes and did not bind to HCN2.

Confocal Microscopy Images:
A confocal microscope allows for optical sectioning of cells being viewed under the microscope
for a better understanding of internal and surface staining in the cells. It has a small pinhole
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aperture through which objects/cells can be viewed and it rejects all external light except for the
light that is originating from a fine optical section alone. The images collected were all 512×512
pixels, collected in xyz plane, in unilateral direction at a speed of 400Hz. As for the images of
HCN4 channels and Pan Maguk protein, two of the three laser lines, 488nm and 633nm were
respectively used to collect images. In collecting images sequentially, the 488 and 633 beam
settings were activated and all other beam settings were inactivated. Default 488 beam setting
was set at 20% intensity and 633 beam setting was set at 50% intensity. In order to sequentially
collect images, the green channel (488 beam) was completely inactivated by lowering the
intensity to 0% and then increasing the gain of the 633 channel until the image was clearly
noticeable. The 488 beam’s intensity was lowered to 0% since this would guarantee that none of
the green channel pixels on the cell were activated by the 633 laser. Once the gain of the 633
channel was increased, the 633 channel’s beam intensity was lowered to 0% and the 488 beam
intensity was increased until 633 channel’s pixels were not activated or in other words there was
no bleed through between the channels. Further, single images of both channels were collected
and images sections were also obtained by slicing the images at a slice width of 0.5µm. All the
image stacks were saved for further Intensity Correlation Analysis in ImageJ software.

Intensity Correlation Analysis of Collected Images:
In analyzing the images collected from Leica SP2 confocal microscope, the following steps were
used to generate ICA (Intensity Correlation Analysis) plots, color merge images, PDM images,
and original image stacks. In order to convert the multiple sections of a single cell into a stack,
the following method was used. In ImageJ, click Open and select all the slices of the cell that
need to be analyzed together. Once all the green (488) or blue (633) channel images of one cell
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are opened, click on the Image Menu, scroll down to Stacks and select Convert Images to Stacks.
Once the stack has been created, save it and give this stack a unique name (specifying green or
blue channel, number of the cell and date collected).

Once the stacks of both the 488 and 633 channels have been created, a plain color-merge was
performed using the following steps: Click on the Plugins tab and scroll down to Color
Functions. In that option select Color Merge. Once the window opens, select the appropriate
green and blue stacks to be used, check Use ‘Difference Operator’, check Keep Source Stacks
and click OK. Once the color merge is created, save the generated image by giving it another
unique name. Following the plain color merge, intensity correlation analysis was performed on
the original green and blue image stacks saved prior to this step. While acquiring images from
the confocal microscope, the images of the cells were acquired with settings that enhanced the
brightness and contrast of the particular cell. For this reason, further changes to brightness,
contrast and threshold were not made using ImageJ. The following steps were used to generate
the ICA plots, PDM values images and the frequency scatter plots. Select the Plugins tab and
scroll down to Colocalization Analysis. Upon selection, click on Intensity Correlation Analysis
and new user window should open. Once again select the green and blue channels appropriate for
the particular cell and check all options provided in the window except Current Slice Only. This
is a simple way to generate the ICA plots, PDM plots, and frequency scatter plots all at the same
time. Once the images have been created, it was necessary to save the images pertaining to the
thesis and other images with inconsequential information were discarded. For this experiment,
ICQ values, PDM values and the sign test are the most important data values which either
confirm that the two images show dependant staining and the pixels above the average are
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colocalized in both the images or they show randomized staining with little to no colocalization
of the above average pixel intensities. And therefore, the HCN4 channel stained with Alexa 488
(green) and Pan Maguk protein stained with Alexa 633 (blue) — are strongly correlated via their
pixel intensity and localization or are not associated to one another and therefore produce a
random localization instead of dependent.

The ICQ value is the Intensity Correlation Quotient. The ICQ is based on the non-parametric
sign-test analysis of the PDM values that were generated for the particular images and is equal to
the ratio of the number of positive PDM values to the total number of pixel values. PDM is the
Product of the Differences from the Mean for each pixel and it is calculated by the following
equation: (red intensity- mean red intensity) × (green intensity – mean green intensity). The ICQ
values are distributed between -0.5 and +0.5 by subtracting 0.5 from the PDM. When the two
images vary asynchronously (random staining) ICQ~0 is seen; when the two images vary have a
combination of dependant and random staining, segregated staining: 0> ICQ≥ -0.5 is seen; and
Dependent staining: 0<ICQ≤+0.5 verifies that the two images vary synchronously. The PDM
values generated for all the pixels in both the images are used to generate the PDM values graph.
In order to conduct the sign-test, the N+ve and Ntotal are also required and were recorded to
conduct the sign-test to test for the probability that the ICQ value did not arise randomly. In a
frequency scatter plot the pixels are pseudocolored cyan so that their color is an indication of the
green-blue pixel combination in the original images. The frequency scatter plot allows for a
qualitative representation of how the pixels from the two images interact.
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Figure 5: Representative Sinoatrial Myocyte #1. The figure illustrates original green and blue channel images
collected from the Leica SP2 confocal microscope. The green channel (A) shows the subcellular localization of
HCN4 channels, as visualized with an Alexa488-conjugated secondary antibody and the blue channel (B) shows the
subcellular localization of the MAGUK proteins as visualized with an Alexa633-conjugated secondary antibody.
(C) The pseudocolored (cyan in color) image of the green and blue channels showing the qualitative relationship
between HCN4 and MAGUK proteins. (D) A PDM plot, where the pixels are colored according to their PDM
values. The Intensity of HCN4 against (A-a)(B-b) values (G) and the Intensity of Pan Maguk against (A-a)(B-b)
values (F). An intensity correlation plot showing dependent staining among the two variables in the study : HCN4
channel and Pan Maguk protein (F, G) (Li et al, 2004).
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Figure 5 shows a representative sinoatrial myocyte that has been double-labeled using antibodies
against HCN4 (green) and pan MAGUK (blue). This cell is most likely one of the center core
cells found in the sinoatrial node due to its long, elongated and thin structure.

HCN4

immunofluorescence can be seen for one of seven optical sections for this cell in Figure 5A.
HCN4 is located in clusters on the cell surface. MAGUK proteins are also located in discrete
regions of the cell, as shown by the blue channel for the same optical section (Figure 5B). It is
apparent by eye that in some regions HCN4 and MAGUK immunofluorescence overlaps and in
some regions they do not.

This qualitative relationship between HCN4 and MAGUK

localization is visualized in the merged image (Figure 5C), in which cyan color indicates pixels
that are above background in both the green and blue channels.

To evaluate the degree of colocalization more quantitatively, we used Intensity Correlation
Analysis. This is a method in which the intensities of the pixels in the green and blue channels
are compared statistically (not just the ones that are above background as in Figure 5C). This is
done for each pixel by calculating the PDM value (Produce of the Differences of the Means, see
Methods). A “PDM image” is shown in Figure 5D, in which each PDM value is calculated for
pixel from the green and blue channels. Colors are then assigned to the PDM values, so that a
yellow color indicates a positive PDM value (that is, a correlation between the intensity of the
green and blue channels for that pixel). There is good correspondence between the yellow color
in Figure 5D and the cyan color in Figure 5C, indicating a general overall agreement between
these two methods of evaluating colocalization. A more quantitative comparison of the pixel
intensities in the green and blue channels is shown in the form of an intensity correlation analysis
scatter plot compiled from all seven images in the stack (Figure 5E). Here, the pixel intensities
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for the blue channel are plotted as a function of the pixel intensities of the green channel. If the
intensities were perfectly correlated, one would expect to see a straight line, and if they were
perfectly unrelated, they would be spread across the entire graph. The case for this cell is
intermediate between these two extremes, which could reflect either high background staining or
a substantial dissociation of HCN4 and MAGUK immunofluorescence. When pixel intensities
for either green or blue channels are plotted as a function of the PDM values (Figs 5F and G), it
is clear that they are skewed towards positive values, consistent with a dependent staining
pattern. The calculated ICQ value for this cell supports this idea: ICQ was 0.225, which was
highly significant (p< 0.0001; signs test).
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Figure 6 illustrates ICA analysis for HCN4 and pan MAGUK
staining of a second putative “core” sinoatrial cell (based again on its
morphology).
In (A) green tracks as well as punctate clusters can be seen along the
edges of the cell and at cell end plate. Some surface staining can also
be observed. (B) However, strong surface staining all along the cell
and at cell edges can be seen.

F

G

Figure 6 shows a representative sinoatrial myocyte which could be one of the center core cells
due to its long and slender morphology. In relation to Figure 5, due to its irregular placement on
the coverslip all portions of the cell cannot be viewed in each section of the cell’s image. In other
words, we think the cell is not lying flat on the coverslip. Therefore, one out of several sections
of HCN4 immunofluorescence has been shown in 6A. And 6B displays the same section for Pan
MAGUK antibody staining. The cyan color in 6C is a qualitative measurement of localization
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because it shows pixels of both the green and blue channels above the background. The PDM
image in 6D highlights yellow pixels which indicate a positive PDM value and when compared
to the color merge in 6C, definite correlation can be seen between these two images. However,
for a more quantitative analysis of the pixel intensities in the green and blue channels ICA plots
were made in 6E, F to show dependent staining. 6G portrays the pixel intensities for the blue
channel plotted as a function of the pixel intensities of the green channel. In comparison to
Figure 5, there seems to be a more linear relationship suggesting that the green and blue channels
are correlated to a larger extent in this cell. Yet areas where green and blue pixels can be seen
independent of the other can be places that the HCN4 channels or MAGUK proteins are not
complexed with each other. In particular, it seems reasonable to expect the “pan MAGUK”
antibody to show non-HCN4 related labeling, as it is unlikely that all of the MAGUK proteins
recognized by this antibody would bind to HCN4. It is much more likely that only one of the
family of MAGUK proteins is specifically associated with HCN4. The calculated ICQ value of
the cell was 0.230 which was highly significant (p<0.0001, signs test).
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Figure 7: A Representative Transitional Cell. Green image in
(A) shows HCN4 channel immunofluorescence and blue
image in (B) shows Pan Maguk protein presence. Image (C)
shows a color merge and (D) a PDM plot. E, F show the ICA
plots which follow a dependant staining pattern and G is
depiction of the frequency scatter plot of the green and blue
pixels from the two variables studied. A pseudocolored cyan
color can be observed in the middle of the graph indicating
that the two pixels overlap a significant amount. ICQ
value~0.271.
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Figure 7: This cell is a representative transitional cell thought to be found between the center
core and periphery of the sinoatrial node. Figure 7A exhibits HCN4 immunofluorescence from
one of several sections of the cell. Staining consists of cell edge staining along with individual
tracks seen at the end plates. Figure 7B displays MAGUK antibody staining through lengthy
surface staining with some areas of apparent colocalization seen among the A &B. Since slices
of the cells were obtained, all the sections cannot be shown for a better visual acuity. A color
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merge of the two sections in 7A & B reveals a cell with considerable cyan colored staining
reflecting the colocalization of the green and blue channel pixels. Figure 7C is a qualitative
measurement to show that the pixels from both the channels are above background in the areas
that are apparently colocalized. Figure 7D shows a PDM image where yellow pixels are positive
PDM values and if compared to 7C, the areas of cyan color and yellow pixels seem to be
strongly correlated qualitatively. However, to carry out a more quantitative analysis, green and
blue pixel intensities were plotted as a function of the PDM values to generate ICA plots in 7E &
F and the positive values are consistent with dependent staining. The frequency scatter plot
shows that intermediate relationship between the two pixel intensities. Although, a large section
of overlapping pixels can be seen, some areas of randomized and/or dissociate staining can also
be seen. The ICQ for this cell was 0.271 which was highly significant (p<0.0001, signs test).
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Figure 8: HCN4 and Pan MAGUK antibody immunofluroescence seen in A & B and a plain color merge of the 488
(HCN4-green) and 633 (Pan Maguk-blue) seen in C. A PDM image (D) shows the positive PDM values in yellow.
E&F illustrate the dependent staining seen when the green pixel intensities and blue pixel intensities are plotted
against PDM values. The frequency scatter plot in D shows the extent of overlap between the two green and blue
pixel intensities.

Figure 8 shows another representative sinoatrial Cell. Strong surface staining, end plate staining,
a distinct stained cluster within the cell in both A & B illustrate that the original images collected
from the confocal microscope can have a significant quantity of pixel overlap. As shown in C,
two very interesting and recurring patterns seen throughout images collected is tracks or
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clustered staining at the end of the cell and surface staining on the anterior surface of the cell.
The PDM image (Figure 8D) highlights the positive PDM values in yellow color and this can be
strongly correlated with the cyan color staining seen within the cell in Figure 8C. Like all the
other images prior to this figure, the ICA plots in Figures 8E, F show dependant staining patterns
of the green and blue pixel intensities from both the channels. The frequency scatter plot in G
illustrates the extent of pixel co-localization within this cell and once again in comparison to the
earlier transitional cell there seems to be a similar type of intermediate relationship between the
two pixel intensities in Figure 8G. ICQ value for this cell was calculated to be 0.312 which is
highly significant (p<0.0001, signs test).
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Figure 9: Representative
Transitional cell shows
considerable surface track staining
and end plate staining. The color
merge (C) and PDM image (D) are
qualitative measures for the
colocalization between the HCN4
and Pan Maguk protein antibodies.
There is dependent staining shown
by the positive values in F &G.

E

F

G

The cell in Figure 9 is considered a transitional cell since its width is not as broad as the
boundary cells and its staining patterns is distinct from the boundary cell. We can see green
tracks and end plate staining in the cell in Figure 9A while extensive surface staining can be seen
in Figure 9B. Looking at the color merge image in Figure 9C some co-localized areas of staining
can be seen stained in cyan color where HCN4 and MAGUK overlap with each other
significantly. A PDM image (Figure 9D) can be strongly correlated to the color merge in Figure
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9C because the areas of co-localization seen in Figure 9C can be seen as positive PDM values
(yellow color) in Figure 9D. The frequency scatter plot (Figure 9E) shows that in this cell, the
blue pixels were greater in number than the green pixels. Therefore there is only a small amount
of overlap seen in the middle of the graph. However, the important point is that the distribution
of the green and blue channels appears to be partially related, because the points are not
randomly scattered across the graph. The arm of high intensity blue staining that is correlated
with low intensity green staining (upper left corner of Figure 9E) might be due to dissociated
staining by the MAGUK protein — that is, localization that is distinctly non-overlapping with
the HCN4 labeling. Since MAGUKs are scaffolding proteins, this might represent a complex
with other proteins in the cell. Figure 9 F and G depict ICA plots of HCN4 channel and
MAGUK protein and all the pixels between 0 to +0.79 in both the channels indicates strong
dependant staining. The ICQ value for this cell was calculated to be 0.217 which suggest high
significance (p<0.0001, signs test).
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Figure 10: Representative Atrial-like Sinoatrial Myocyte. Green and blue channel images representing HCN4 and
MAGUK protein antibody staining respectively. This cell is represents one of the peripheral/boundary cells found in
the sinoatrial node. Color Merge Image and PDM image show how the green and blue channels qualitatively
correlate. ICA plots of the green (E) and blue channel(F) and the frequency scatter plot(G) of the cell. The intensity
correlation analysis plot showing dependent staining among the two variable in the thesis : HCN4 channel and Pan
Maguk protein (G). The frequency scatter plot (G) shows very slight cyan color that can be found in the mid-section
of the graph pertaining to pixels that are maximally correlated by both the green and blue channel.

Figure 10 is the image of a sinoatrial myocyte which is thought to have been isolated from the
boundary/periphery of the sinoatrial node. It represents an atrial-like myocyte due to its thick and
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broad structure. The staining in the green image (Figure 10A) shows HCN4 immunofluorescence
and the blue image (Figure 10B) depicts Pan MAGUK immunofluorescence. Strong end plate
staining can be seen in the HCN4 image while extensive surface staining can be seen in the Pan
MAGUK image. The color merge (10C) truly depicts those areas in the cell where colocalization
(cyan color) can be seen qualitatively. And when compared to the PDM image in 10D the areas
with the strongest colocalization in regards to the pixel intensities which are above background
are seen in yellow color to depict positive PDM values. Therefore, these two images can be used
as a qualitative measure to observe colocalization within the sinoatrial myocyte. In this cell, there
is clearly a great deal of non-overlapping localization of HCN4 and MAGUK proteins, as
evidenced by the HCN4 localization near the nucleus (green, with no blue) and MAGUK
presence in the cytoplasm (blue, with no green). To obtain a more quantitative evaluation of the
degree of colocalization, ICA plots were constructed (10E & F). All the values of the graphs
which plotted green or blue pixel intensities as a function of PDM values were positive values
suggesting dependent staining. The frequency scatter plot in (G) shows how the green and blue
pixels interact with each other in the cell and the small amount of cyan color in the middle of the
graph shows that some of the green and blue pixels overlap while there is also some dissociated
staining seen on the part of the green and blue pixels. The ICQ value of this cell was calculated
to be 0.178 which is highly significant (p<0.0001, signs test).
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Figure 11: Representative
peripheral sinoatrial myocyte. A
& B show HCN4 and Pan
MAGUK immunofluorescence
and C shows a plain color merge
which can be qualitatively
compared to the PDM image in D.
F & G are ICA plots of green and
blue pixel intensities as a function
of PDM values. G depicts a
frequency scatter plot that shows
the green and blue pixel intensities
that correlate maximally in the
graph.
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Figure 11 illustrates the original green HCN4 (A) and blue Pan MAGUK (B) proteins images
showing strong end plate staining and surface staining. It is important to note that HCN4
immunofluorescence is seen also in punctate clusters along the cell’s surface. Some green track
staining is also visible in a few areas. However, in the blue image extensive surface staining
suggests that other MAGUK proteins are also being stained. This cell represents one of the
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peripheral/outer boundary cells due to its thick and broad structure. The color merge (C) is a
qualitative depiction of the dual channel maximal pixel correlation and (D) shows the PDM
image whose yellow pixels depict positive PDM values which correspond to the areas of
maximum pixel colocalization in the color merge (C) image. (F) is the ICA plot for HCN4
channel, (G) the ICA plot for Pan Maguk both depicting positive values and therefore dependent
staining among the two variables involved. The frequency scatter plot in E shows an area of
extensive overlap among the green and blue pixel intensities from the two channels; however
individual green and blue pixels not overlapping with each other suggest an intermediate
relationship between the green and blue pixel intensities. ICQ value of this cell was calculated to
be 0.355 which is highly significant (p<0.0001, signs test).

It is critical to note that all the cells shown in this paper display a strong dependent correlation
when comparing the intensity correlation quotients of the HCN4 channel (green) and a MAGUK
protein (blue). This can be corroborated by calculating the average ± SEM for the ICQ values
which was determined to be 0.255±0.023 (n = 7). This suggests that on an average all the cells
displayed and analyzed for this thesis show strong dependent correlation in regards to
colocalized pixel intensities in both the HCN4 (green) and Pan MAGUK (blue) proteins. These
cells were collected in at least 3 independent experiments to confirm reproducibility and
reliability. The ICQ values are distributed between -0.5 and +0.5 by subtracting 0.5 from this
ratio. Random staining is when ICQ~0; Segregated staining is seen 0> ICQ≥ -0.5 and Dependent
staining is seen when 0<ICQ≤+0.5. Since most of the ICQ values recorded are between 0 and
+0.5, it can be said that dependant staining was seen. As pointed out in the various figures,
certain areas of the sinoatrial myocytes, such as cell end plates, cell surfaces and sometimes
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within the cells, stain more brightly than others, indicating that the HCN4 channels in those areas
strongly correlate with the MAGUK proteins.
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DISCUSSION:
The results shown here are consistent with the hypothesis that HCN4 channels and a MAGUK
proteins exhibit co-localization within the sinoatrial node cells. Research has suggested that colocalization might exist between β1ARs and MAGUK proteins such as SAP97 and between
HCN4 channels and SAP97. Thus, HCN channels might be present in a complex with beta
adrenergic receptors in sinoatrial myocytes in order to affect positive chronotropic effects on the
heart rate.

Although, the ICQ values of the various cells point to there being dependant staining, the
frequency scatter plots or Intensity Correlation Analysis Plots (ICA plots) of some cells also
display segregated staining (Figure 5E, 8G, 9E, 10G). Segregated staining is characterized by
pixels which are exclusively green or blue and are adjoining to the x-axis and the y-axis. So
although the pseudocolored light blue also exists in these ICA plots, there are also pixels within
the green and blue channel that are not co-localized with each other, suggesting that HCN4
channels and Pan Maguk proteins are frequently co-localized however not completely colocalized at every pixel recorded and collected from the cells.

We hypothesize that the

dependent staining reflects the co-localization of HCN4 with a specific MAGUK (such as
SAP97), and that the non-dependent staining in the blue channel might entail the involvement
and localization of these proteins and channels with other membrane based channels, receptors
and molecular apparatus. Therefore, future research focusing on interactions among ion channels
and specific scaffolding proteins could reveal more about the molecular mechanisms of the
sinoatrial node. Furthermore, this dissociated staining pattern could also reveal through future
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experiments that there might exist an important complex between the HCN4 channel isoform and
β1 adrenergic receptor intracellularly in the sinoatrial myocyte.

It is also important to discuss a few of the specifics of the pattern of staining found in the cells
whose figures have been shown. Extensive end plate staining is seen in almost all cells and it
demonstrates that since the sinoatrial node is a complex tissue with cells interweaved and
connected to each other vertically and horizontally, in order to distribute the action potential
generated by the cells, intensive connectedness of the cells is required for efficient transfer of the
action potentials. Therefore, the localization of HCN4 channels at cell end plates suggests that
they might be involved in relaying the APs most efficiently.

HCN4 immunofluorescence also appears as tracks along the cell surface or punctate clusters
along the surface of the cell. The incidence of tracks and interrupted staining along the cell
surface might once again point to the manner in which the adjacent cells are arranged within the
sinoatrial node. Since the channels are regulated by β receptors, which are activated by neurons,
it is tempting to speculate that the linear tracks could be regions where sympathetic neurons
synapse onto the sinoatrial myocytes. This idea will be tested in future experiments by costaining sinoatrial node sections for HCN4 and for a neuronal marker protein such as Tyrosine
Hydroxylase (an enzyme involved in the synthesis of the neurotransmitter norepinephrine).
Occasionally, strong staining can be seen in the middle of the cell (Figure 8) and not along the
surfaces or at end plates. It is important to note that it is easy to forget, while looking at cells in a
two-dimensional medium that another dimension also exists. Therefore, it can be proposed that
this staining might be towards the front or back of the cell and since horizontal sections cannot
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collect the extent and intensity of staining in a vertical plane, staining of this sorts needs to be
recognized and also noted as a possibility of a manner of how HCN4 channels and MAGUK
proteins are arranged within the cell and interact as a complex. One possibility in the case of
HCN4 channels, is that some of the channels may exist in intracellular “reserve pools” which
could be recruited to the membrane under special circumstances. In the case of the MAGUK
intracellular staining it is easy to postulate the existence of intracellular complexes that are also
organized by MAGUK proteins.

Apart from discussing the significance of the experimental results it also important to
acknowledge the various instances when errors could have occurred while conducting the
experiment. While conducting the mouse prep and isolating the SAN cells, it was necessary to
make sure that the sinoatrial tissue was recovered for dissociation during every dissection
undertaken. For the application of the SAN cells onto coverslips, the coverslips were washed 1012 times with Tyrodes solution to make certain that no Poly-L-lysine reagent was left on the
coverslip; otherwise it would lead to the damage of the SAN cells on the coverslips. The
coverslips were usually made and dried 2-3 hours before plating the cells. After plating the cells,
it was necessary to take care while fixing, washing and permeabilizing the cells with the various
reagents involved. Washing especially could expose the cells to being washed away rendering
less number of SAN cells to be labeled and looked at under the microscope. Furthermore,
particular care needed to be taken while applying the primary antibodies to the cells since it is
quite easy to mismatch the different antibodies. However, the most crucial step is the application
of the secondary antibody. Here the correct secondary antibody needs to be applied, otherwise
visualization of the cells will be impossible, and while the application and washing of the
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secondary antibodies, this part of the experiment should be conducted in as little light as possible
to prevent the photobleaching of the SAN cells. The last step of the experimental procedure is
the transfer of the coverslips to slides in order to view them under the confocal microscope. Here
it was utmost important not to break the coverslips and to handle the coverslips delicately.
Experimental error during any of these steps could have resulted in erroneous results.

In summary, this study suggests that the HCN4 channels exist in a complex with a MAGUK
protein within sinoatrial myocytes and the experimental results which include pictures of
different myocytes and their ICQ values strongly corroborates the hypothesis. One might be
curious about how such specific molecular mechanisms within tiny myocytes in the sinoatrial
node could be applied to practical biology or medicine. Every year millions of people suffer
myocardial infarctions, atrial fibrillations, bradycardia, tachycardia and other clinical syndromes.
In the face of such daunting ailments, this study might be a step further in the understanding of
how the heart beats and regulates its rhythm. HCN4 channels in a complex with a MAGUK
protein along with further research into the possibility of a complex with beta-adrenoceptors can
go a long way to reason how the heart responds to norepinephrine molecularly and why the
above mentioned illnesses plague human populations across the world. Although not all of the
molecular mechanisms of the heart are fully understood and there are “great stretches of
unknown territory” like in the brain as Ramon y Cajal said, every little fragment of information
and knowledge can aggregate to slowly understanding all the intricacies of this wonderful organ.
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